
Scribblebot

Phizzi practical

Introduction

Scientific explanantion

Equipment needed

The scribblebot includes a simple series circuit 
with a motor and battery connected in a single 
loop with connecting wires. When the circuit is 
complete, the motor spins. Electric motors 
contain magnets and a coil of wire. When 
electric current flows through the coil it 
becomes magnetised and then interacts with 
the magnets in the motor causing it to spin. The 
coil is attached to a spindle which will also spin; 
it is this spindle that protrudes from the motor. 
By attaching a cork to the spindle, the spinning 
causes the entire scribblebot to vibrate. The 
erratic vibrations caused by the offset motor 
makes the scribblebot move in unusual ways; if 
the lids are removed from the felt pens 
attached to the scribblebot and it is placed on a 
large sheet of paper, the scribblebot will create 
colourful and random patterns.

• 1 cardboard cup

• 4 felt tip pens

• 1 DC motor

• 1 AA battery holder

• 1 AA battery

• 1 cork

• A3 paper

• Strong sticky tape

As children learn how a simple electric circuit 
works, they can apply this new physics 
understanding to create a simple robot. 
Building a scribblebot is a creative way for 
children to develop resilience and 
problem-solving skills while having more time 
in the classroom to embed their new science 
learning. 
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Method

To extend the learning with this project, children 
could explore changing the features of the scribblebot 
to see how it affects its behaviour. They could try 
changing the position of the motor, pens or cork to 
explore how these variables affect the scribblebot’s 
movement.

Place the AA battery in the battery holder and 
connect it to the motor in a series circuit to 
check that all of the components are working. 
Disconnect the circuit and put it to one side.

Tape the four felt tip pens to the sides of the 
cup. The scribblebot tends to work most 
effectively when the pens are taped at a slight 
angle with their tips sticking out over the cup 
edge.

Turn the cup upside down and use the strong 
tape to attach the motor to the side of the cup 
with the spindle sticking up above the cup 
base.

Using the strong tape again, stick the battery, 
in its holder, to the side of the cup. Make sure 
that the connecting wires can reach the motor.

Attach a cork to the motor by pushing it down 
gently onto the spindle. Make sure that it is 
positioned clear of the base of the cup so that 
it can spin freely.

Create a simple circuit by connecting the motor 
to the battery using the connecting wires. 
While holding the vibrating scribblebot firmly, 
remove the lids from the felt tips and then 
place it onto a sheet of A3 paper, covering a 
flat surface. Watch the scribblebot create 
original works of art.


